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Abstract - The sensor tasking capability discussed here 
is part of a Resource Allocation Manager (RAM) that 
integrates Command, Control and Communications (C3) 
functions within individual sensor subsystems, among 
multiple sensors on a platform, and across multiple 
independent platforms.  

The RAM contributes significantly to multi-platform 
interoperability and situation awareness operations. 
System level functional capabilities include interactive 
management of kinematic and non-kinematic attribute 
state estimation accuracies, Situation Assessment, Threat 
Assessment and data bandwidth management among 
cooperating sensing platforms. 

The RAM is innovative state-of-the-art closed-loop 
surveillance and tracking technology. The same algorithms 
that manage system level kinematic and identification 
accuracy also inherently manage sensor modes, bias and 
misalignment estimation, maintenance schedules, data link 
bandwidth usage, built-in-test, calibration and even 
logistics.  

An overview of the fusion architecture and tracking system 
in which the RAM is integrated is discussed first, followed 
by performance analyses using measured and modeled 
data. 

Keywords: Level 4 fusion, sensor tasking, Utility Theory, 
Value of Information, resource management, situation 
assessment. 

1 Multi-Source Fusion Architecture  

Integration of a resource manager into Situation Awareness 
architectures has been studied for many years. We start 
with the standard model developed by the Joint Directors 
of Laboratories Sub-Panel on Data Fusion [1].   
 Figure 1 shows this model at a top level. Sensor data 
is first normalized, which typically includes deterministic 
sensor error correction, time alignment, bias and 
misalignment correction, and coordinate transformations. 
This is sometimes called Level 0 processing.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1, Standard JDL Fusion Model. 

 Level 1, Object Refinement (OR) is where observed 
kinematic and non-kinematic attribute fusion and state 
estimation occurs. If using Kalman filters, for example, 
this is where typical association, updating and track 
maintenance is performed.  

 Level 2, Situation Assessment (SA) builds 
operational pictures – a repetitive process fusing spatial 
and temporal relationships among entities and forming 
abstractions of the patterns in the data.  

 Level 3, Threat Assessment (TA) estimates object 
lethality and risk, including inferences of intent, impact 
point and relevant capabilities of enemy and friendly 
forces. This is the tactical picture. 

 Level 4, Process Refinement monitors and assesses 
the fusion process itself and regulates the acquisition of 
data to achieve optimal results. The RAM is concentrated 
in, but not limited to, this part of the fusion model.  

 The Human-Machine Interface (HMI) is often called 
Level 5 processing. However, one will often encounter 
Entity Aggregation defined as Level 5 processing. 
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2 RAM Overview  
There are four primary reasons to include a RAM in fusion 
processing. First, there is the obvious incentive to task the 
sources to address specific needs of situation and threat 
assessment: to make observations closing the gap between 
what is known and what would like to be known. An 
example is a cued identification mode update for a 
precision-timed target identification assessment.  
 Second, fusion sub-processes themselves may request 
observations to fine tune processing - such as resolving 
process models (or target maneuver models) used in 
Kalman Filters or pruning hypotheses trees in Multiple 
Hypotheses or N-Scan trackers.          
 Another example is cueing high accuracy radar 
dwells on selected interacting closely spaced entities to 
minimize state covariance so association results are 
improved. Yet another example is scheduling 
measurements to maintain stability of filters incorporating 
bias and misalignment states and to maintain gridlock with 
off-board sources. The RAM also optimizes 
communications bandwidth and latencies by coordinating 
the prioritized data needed by the fusion processes.    
 Third, the RAM can be used as a state machine 
controller for the sources (e.g. on, off, warm-up, standby) 
and to run health, maintenance and calibration checks for 
the various modes and functions. Registering resources and 
monitoring performance is a typical RAM function since it 
can create and maintain a history of independent 
observations to compare among sensors.      
 There is an important fourth reason an integrated 
RAM is useful: dynamic, automated Operational Mission 
Planning (OMP) and look-ahead re-planning. The RAM 
discussed here provides this function, and planning 
interfaces are included in the architecture description, but 
details are left for a separate paper.        
 Figure 2 depicts the primary RAM functions in a 
typical multi-source fusion implementation. The RAM 
discussed here can manage other resources besides sensors, 
but sensor tasking is one of its main real-time 
responsibilities, and one of the more technically 
challenging. 

Figure 2, Characteristics of a Level 4 RAM. 

 Resources are subsystems that have associated with 
them various assets used to accomplish their tasks. Assets 
are consumables with costs. Assets can be all of one type or 

disparate. Examples are power-aperture product of a radar, 
bandwidth and BER of a Comm link, and ammo 
types/quantity for a weapon. They can even be tooth-brush 
count in an inventory control system.         
 Since this RAM is part of C3, Operations and 
Mission Planning, Object Refinement, Situation 
Assessment, Threat Assessment, and Human Machine 
Interfaces are looked at differently from external users. 
External users are independent subsystems, onboard and 
off board, that make requests to access resources. Many 
such users are also resources in their own right.     
 A typical example of a user is a Weapons Control 
System (WCS). The WCS may need a tight, low latency 
link with a pulse Doppler radar as part of a fire control 
loop. To satisfy the WCS the RAM basically takes a 
portion of the radar’s power aperture product and assigns it 
directly to the WCS. The WCS then takes over 
management of that part of the radar’s assets via federated 
tasking interfaces for the duration of the engagement.  
 The main idea behind a useful real-time operational 
RAM is for it to manage resources to the level they need 
coordination, not to micromanage detail controls within 
resources. The WCS controls the radar to the degree it 
needs to during the engagement. The RAM sets up this 
capability and then gets out of the way - except to monitor 
radar and WCS performance. The RAM demonstrated here 
is specifically designed to manage at multiple levels of 
detail and satisfy, and analyze, a wide range of subsystem 
tasking capability and controllability, including certain 
legacy systems. 
 

2.1 Example RAM Instantiation  

RAM is a hierarchical, distributed Decision Theoretic 
resource manager. Figure 3 shows a top level architecture 
view. 

 

Figure 3, Hierarchical RAM Architecture. 

 RAM is partitioned into an Executive within C3 and 
lower level domain managers that interface with each 
domain. On the other side of the interface with the domain 
managers are domain controllers. Domain controllers are 
where the detailed reflexive knowledge of each resource in 
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the domain is held. Not shown but present in most systems 
are individual resource asset controllers, such as a radar 
mode scheduler imbedded in a radar that is one element in 
a diverse sensor suite.               
 The executive RAM sets up and manages the lower 
level domain managers. It has access to imbedded domain 
controller knowledge through the domain managers. This 
architecture is analogous to typical corporate 
organizations. The executive is the president, the domain 
managers are middle managers and the controllers are first 
line managers. Operators, through HMI, are the Chief 
Executive Officers.                  
 A top-level implementation view of RAM is shown in 
Figure 4. The four main processes are identified: Collect 
Status, Operational Mission Plan Processing, Task 
Resources, and History and Performance Monitoring. A 
description of each process with primary interfaces is 
given below.  

 
Figure 4, RAM Main Process Flow. 

 RAM inputs/outputs from C3 arrive via Object 
Refinement (OR), Situation Assessment (SA), Operational 
Mission Planning (OMP) and Threat Assessment (TA). 
Inputs/outputs external to C3 come from any subsystem or 
domain including off board cooperating platforms. 
External subsystems or domains are generically labeled 
Users in the functional diagrams.  Collect Status registers 
and brings in current information about resources useful in 
the generation of resource allocation schedules and real-
time task servicing. This information generally consists of 
operating state, health, calibration and asset inventory. 
 Often, the relevant user, domain or resource outputs 
this data at regular intervals. In case the data is stale or 
incomplete, Collect Status is provided with an ability to 
ask for data directly. Explicit user status is not as 
important in constructing allocation and task schedules as 
resource status, but it is of value in computing Technical 
Performance Measures (TPMs) applied to optimality 
considerations and performance monitoring. User status is 
generally of a state machine type and gives current user 
conditions such as off, on, warm-up, standby, mode 
availability, and domain relevant asset inventory.     
 TPMs are used to help identify what performance 
data needs to be collected. TPMs are conditioned on the 

plans received from OMP and the resultant allocation 
schedules. Knowing what specific performance requires 
monitoring relative to each part of an allocation plan 
prevents unnecessary data collection and processing.
 Queries are a provision for the RAM to request 
relevant domain information. Some domains may 
periodically issue this data or it may need to be specifically 
requested when needed. The main output of Status 
Collection is constraint data relevant to the creation of 
resource and asset allocation schedules. This data 
quantifies current information such as resource and asset 
availability, health, and inventory.         
 OMP Processing receives plans from OMP and 
recursively validates them with respect to the most recent 
resource allocation schedules and resource availability. 
Allocation schedules are essentially reservations for, and 
constraints upon, assets needed to implement the plans.  
The level of detail present in allocation schedules depends 
on particulars in the plans. The output is an integrated plan 
with reserved assets. In case a plan cannot be satisfied by 
any self-consistent allocation schedule a re-plan request 
message is returned to OMP.            
 Soft re-plan is an input message from resource 
tasking that signifies current or potential downstream 
problems with the proposed allocation schedules. It is 
often the case users consistently request resources that 
deviate from the allocation schedules originally 
constructed with OMP. However, parts of the allocation 
schedule may be able to be modified without needing to 
request a complete re-plan from OMP.       
 TPMs are used by OMP Processing to help 
streamline the building of allocation schedules. These are 
not necessarily the same TPMs used by Collect Status or 
Task Resources. The plans themselves may contain TPMs 
relevant to building and monitoring allocation schedules.
 OMP Processing disseminates the plans to domains 
and resources, including other C3 components for their 
direct access. Not every domain needs every part of every 
plan. Dissemination consists of creating, keying and 
maintaining databases as appropriate for each domain, 
resource and asset.                 
 Task Resources accepts dynamic, operationally 
driven resource and asset requests from Object 
Refinement, Situation Assessment, Threat Assessment and 
external users. Requests create specific short term task lists 
for the domain managers. These dynamic requests are 
primarily immediate needs for resources or assets. They 
generally must fit within the constraints and goals of the 
plans and the resulting allocation schedules.       
 Task Resources may need to make minor changes to 
parts of the allocation schedules as a consequence of 
consuming assets or tasking specific resources. These 
modifications may not impact basic schedules to the 
degree a change in plan is required. Such soft re-plans are 
iterated through OMP Processing prior to dissemination. 
Soft-re-plan messages are sent to OMP Processing to 
indicate excursions from the schedule that are still within 
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the goals and constraints of the plan.          
 Updates to allocation schedules are passed to OR, 
TA, SA and external users for predictive or what-if 
requests via databases. Each domain, resource and user 
will also get updated keys to facilitate accessing the parts 
of the schedules that they require. As was the case with the 
initial allocation plan, not every domain accesses every 
change to it at the same time.               
 Request acknowledgments are sent to users, OR, SA 
and TA. Optimized task lists are sent to the affected 
resources. All tasking outputs are passed to History and 
Performance Monitoring for data logging and TPM 
maintenance. Copies of the initiating requests are also 
recorded.                     
 TPM input to Resource Tasking is specific to 
optimizing tasks for each resource. The suboptimal 
scheduling algorithms use TPMs in constructing objective 
functions and estimating scheduling performance.  
 History and Performance Monitoring collects data, 
internal and external to the RAM, to determine past and 
current performance with respect to how well all levels of 
the RAM are doing their jobs. TPMs are evaluated and 
monitored here.                   
 Data logging to a historical database is maintained. 
The current and evolving situation reflected in the database 
is monitored to evaluate performance and assess potential 
improvement areas. An inference engine operating in the 
background performs continuous evaluations and 
assessments. This diagnostic process acts on all TPMs and 
logged data, identifies deficiencies and may make 
recommendations for changes to RAM algorithms, 
databases or processing. This engine also provides expert 
assistance to HMI in evaluating situations, diagnosing 
conditions, what-if planning and developing 
recommendations for improvement.           
 An interface with the external Embedded Training 
domain is provided in History and Performance 
Monitoring. It contains a driver for the display and control 
data that is sent to operators via HMI.  

2.2 Sensor and Platform Issues 

The RAM architecture is scalable and minimizes the data 
flow among cooperative platforms supplying information 
over a network for a common operational or integrated 
tactical picture.                  
 Unique conditions arise with each platform and 
collection of sensing resources. Some domain managers 
may not be needed with legacy systems since the necessary 
tasking interfaces may not be available. Platform unique 
issues also include communications system bandwidth, 
frequency assignments, interference, and Quality of 
Service (QoS). Comm bandwidth is an asset and fusion 
data needing to be sent or received is evaluated for cost 
and benefit in much the same way as with other assets.
 RAM communications domain manager 
demonstrated a reduction from three originally required 

satellite transponders to one on a naval multi-platform 
network data fusion application. The RAM has also been 
used to perform dynamic frequency management including 
minimizing RF interference from harmonics and intermods 
generated by other emitters.             
 The analysis data presented later is for a RAM which 
incorporates the executive, networked multiple platforms, 
sense and communications domain managers. The RAM 
has not needed to manage QoS and channel capacity to the 
degree required of surface applications. However, not 
sending extraneous data to fusion processing or to 
platforms that don’t need it often cleans up a messy tactical 
picture all by itself.                  
 In common for most of these applications, tight 
integration of the RAM into the total fusion process allows 
Object Refinement, Situation and Threat Assessment to 
ask for specific information or to set up default collection 
conditions for the RAM and then modify things on the fly. 

2.3 Dynamic Real-Time Sensor Tasking 

One of the RAM’s primary responsibilities is scheduling 
requests on resources. It accomplishes this by awarding or 
declining user requests. The RAM responds to requests by 
constructing bid response messages that include Value of 
Information (VOI), cost and proposed schedules.   
 RAM implements resource managers for different 
domains including surface, air and space-based. One 
difference between the three domains is the way sensor 
movement propagates. Surface sensors do not move 
(much), air-based have a flight plan (but may deviate) and 
space-based have elements defining their orbital motion. 
 The RAM determines sensor coverage and detection 
capability. To respond to a bid, the resource manager must 
know the details of how well each sensor covers a specific 
Field of Regard (FOR) for specific observable at a specific 
time. To do this it uses an estimate of the platform’s 
position and orientation at the future time of interest as 
well as the sensor’s Receiver Operator Characteristic for 
the mode and function in question. RAM has weather, 
terrain and EMI/EMC models it uses to determine 
coverage and masking. The space-based resource domain 
manager uses an earth model.              
 To compute beam-target and beam-beam 
intersections efficiently, we use an NA-Tree [2] to 
represent the two-dimensional space of targets and sensor 
line-of-sight or coverage volume. An NA-tree is an 
efficient data structure for retrieving and reasoning about 
k-dimensional rectangles. An NA-tree is a height-balanced 
tree with leaf nodes representing indexed data (k-
rectangles) and interior nodes that are the minimal 
bounding k-rectangles for their children. An NA-tree 
supports many efficient operations, including: return set of 
rectangles that overlap query volume, and return set of 
rectangles that overlap query point.           
 Once a bid request from a user is rendered into a 
resource task (or sequence of tasks) with associated costs 
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of consumable assets the scheduling algorithm determines 
the resource’s capability. Sensor resources can range 
dramatically in complexity, capacity and capability. Simple 
resources can be so limited they are not scheduled but 
selected, such as a seismic sensor placed on the ground. 
More complicated resources include multi-function 
common aperture phased array systems. These systems are 
capable of performing multiple tasks simultaneously. 
Therefore, schedulers are written to handle each specific 
resource’s capabilities.             
 Optimal vs. Sub-Optimal Tasking and Scheduling - 
The salient questions regarding tasking a resource are what 
and when. RAM implements Decision Theory [3, 4] using 
utility functions and Optimal Scheduling to solve this 
problem.                      
 The what is decided in concert with users. The more 
defined the interfaces the easier it is to decide what users 
need. An example shown in the analyses is dynamically 
managing state covariance. Tracks maintenance is tightly 
coupled to the RAM. The RAM immediately knows when 
a particular set of states need an update, and of what kind, 
based on prior criteria.              
 Utility functions, because of their explicit declarative 
nature and because they are easily parameterized, can be 
manipulated to produce substantially different results from 
even limited resources. Using Utility Theory a RAM will 
have a continuum of behaviors it can command by varying 
utility function parameters.            
 Utility of sensor information is measured as a 
weighted sum of utilities for each attribute of a sensor in 
the surveillance and tracking system. Utility of each 
observation is a function of state variables, variances and 
expected observational accuracy. Utility function attributes 
(e.g. azimuth, range, velocity) are the product of piecewise 
linear functions of standard deviations of attributes. The 
value for non-kinematic attributes is the weighted sum of 
negative entropy measures for the attribute type and the 
target’s kinematic disposition.           
 Value of Information (VOI) - The marginal utility of a 
task or an observation (or a sequence of observations) is 
the expected difference between the utility of situation 
assessment (or some subset) after the observation and the 
utility of situation assessment without the observation.
 VOI indicates what the expected performance for a 
particular resource will be when executing the request and 
the cost of using the assets. This value is normalized 
(usually between 0 and 1, but is domain dependent) so the 
RAM is able to use this value for comparison across 
multiple bid responses.               
 Cost Models - A cost model for resources determine 
what the overall normalized cost is to schedule the request. 
This value is used to help optimize all requests in the 
system. For example, if a resource is able to combine a job 
request with an existing schedule the cost for the second 
request will be less than if it were to run alone.  Costs are 
defined in terms of time to execute a task, latency, 
exposure of self to threats, and consumption of expendable 

assets such as power-aperture product or array elements 
used. Costs are computed when needed but they may also 
be entered into indexed data bases.         
 Costs may also include a penalty due to lost 
opportunities because of tasks that cannot be accomplished 
when the awarded task runs. The VOI of a task is 
essentially marginal utility - cost. The sense domain 
manager uses these values to determine which resource it 
will award jobs.                
 Optimal Scheduling – The when represents the 
scheduling part of the problem which is often more 
difficult than task selection. If resources are limited and 
time is of the essence, optimal scheduling of competing 
tasks is required. Optimal scheduling is NP Hard. So, a 
good approximation is required.           
 RAM uses as a first approximation Greedy heuristics 
to select tasks and competitively build schedules. This 
works almost every time because there are three related 
problems for which Greedy is known to be optimal: 
finding the minimum spanning tree in a connected graph, 
filling a fractional knapsack, and scheduling unit time tasks 
among a network of processors [5].        
 Schedule packing approaches the fractional knapsack 
case by keeping the scheduling horizon somewhat farther 
out than the time taken by the largest task to be scheduled 
in the current epoch. The longer the schedule in 
comparison to the tasks (items to pack) the more fractional 
(and less 0-1 knapsack like) it becomes.        
 This breaks down in cases where the schedule is 
segmented by repetitive or precision timed tasks. For 
example, an IFFN interrogation accomplished every n 
millisec keeps scheduling horizons close and Greedy 
returns gaps near each horizon. There are approaches 
around this, especially with multifunction arrays.     
 Greedy-Grasp, Rollout [6, 7], Auction [8], Particle 
Swarm [9] and variations on Simulated Annealing all work 
well in various circumstances including stochastic 
scheduling. Also appropriate is to solve sets of difficult 
scheduling cases offline using Integer Programming 
techniques and save the solutions as templates or as initial 
conditions for Greedy or these other algorithms.  

Figure 5, Optimal Scheduling Metrics. 

 It is important to define what we mean by an optimal 
schedule. It is always appropriate to ask, “Optimal with 
respect to what?” Figure 5 shows three typical measures of 
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scheduling optimality. Greedy tends towards optimal 
packing with respect to time, the shortest schedule. 
However, we have noticed that when the shortest schedule 
is not achieved it will be close to the most open schedule.  

2.4 Sensor Threading 

One of the advantages of the RAM is that it scales. This 
allows it to be distributed among domains. As discussed 
above, and shown in Figure 6, a distributed hierarchical 
RAM places domain knowledge where it is needed.    
 The same Decision Theoretic RAM is reused at each 
level with an executive instantiation watching over the 
entire network and communicating with the global fusion 
processes. The domain specific RAMs negotiate with each 
other as peers to globally optimize VOI, requests and 
schedules. Each RAM is essentially the same, but tailored 
to specific resource interfaces and data so each conforms 
to the resources it deals with.  

Figure 6, Hierarchical and Peer to Peer RAMs. 

 In a distributed RAM similar tasks are marshaled 
among commensurate resources by the coordinating RAM. 
There may be more than one coordinator RAM depending 
on the types of domains and the latencies tolerated. In 
short, a managed network resource is an abstraction of a 
set of lower-level managed resources of different domains. 
Peer to peer is useful for sets of similar, cooperating 
resource units that have commensurate assets. Tasking is 
accomplished through marshalling services within each 
RAM. Information about peers is part of the resource 
model. That is, a peer is also an abstract resource.     
 When multiple sensors in a network can accomplish 
the same tasks, the hierarchical RAM threads the sensors 
together to produce synergistic results. Subsequent VOI 
may exceed the sum of individual VOIs. This is 
particularly true with sequential observations scheduled 
out in time. The schedule of observations partitioned 
across the network is closer to optimal than if one resource 
performed the schedule, and the resulting VOI is greater. 

2.5 Performance Analyses 

The RAM is heavily parameterized by statistical objects 
embedded throughout the process. A partial list of the 
TPMs implemented includes:              

  - % utilization by resource            
  - milliseconds spent scheduling per epoch     
  - schedule utility as a function of time       
  - jobs timed out                 
  - job latency as a function of VOI and priority   
  - search latency, coverage rate           
  - track accuracy (several components) and purity  
  - object update rate 

 The first analysis uses a large set of measured data 
from an actual European air operation. This data was 
recorded by multiple ISR aircraft including NATO 
AWACS, and surface based air surveillance radars. The 
data consists of friend, foe and neutral entities. It was fused 
open-loop (no RAM) by an existing multi-source fusion 
application. The data was then used as truth for a different 
fusion application integrated with the RAM.     
 The sensor is a high fidelity model of a multi-
function shipboard RF aperture sited about 30 kilometers 
off the coast. The RAM is managing source data collection 
and how all modes and functions are interleaved and 
mapped onto the aperture elements, including comm 
frequencies. Figure 7 shows a plan view of the scenario.  

Figure 7, One slice of recorded air object flight data. 

 There are over 100 real objects in the recorded data. 
Six simulated missile launches are added for analysis. 
Figures 8 and 9 show typical state covariance components 
without (top) and with (bottom) the RAM.      
 One track still experiences poor azimuth and range 
covariance (shows up in elevation, also). This track is 
flying over the top of our ship and is only 1 kilometer 
away. This aircraft (actually a flight of three) causes 
convergence problems for all cases because of radar 
elevation angle limitations and resulting scan loss.  
 Certain tracks are identified as low priority (low 
VOI). They do not receive many updates and occasionally 
diverge. The updates they do receive are for managing 
report to track association performance within OR, 
especially during maneuver detection. A utility based 
RAM starves some functions if high-priority tasks are 
clogging the scheduler queue. But at the same time all 
objects are getting the updates OR, SA and TA require.  
 A periodicity emerges after entities are in settled 
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tracks. At this point track maintenance utilities are 
competing equally with volume search utilities. The RAM 
frees 30% of the radar timeline for search while 
maintaining fire control accuracy on priority tracks and a 
0.97 probability of correct association on all data. False 
tracks reduce by 90% and track purity is near 100%.   

Figure 8, Azimuth standard deviation by track. 

Figure 9, Range standard deviation by track. 

 A second example of RAM closing the loop with 
tracking is a simulated ballistic launch. Two shipboard 
radars observe the initial trajectory segment. The data are 
fed to the fusion application. Figure 10 shows the results of 
the RAM networking and fusing data from the two separate 
platforms.  

 

Figure 10, Two platforms, one target. 

 Two results are worth mentioning. First, radar 1 
detected the booster and the RAM cued radar 2. This sped 
up track confirmation and state convergence. Second, 
fusion improved velocity estimates which results in smaller 
position error during the long coast period. This provides 
an accurate acquisition cue for terminal sensors.   
 The Virtual Warfare Center (VWC) in St. Louis, 
Missouri runs a RAM on numerous space tracking and 
surface scenarios using both recorded data and high 
fidelity simulations. State estimation and sensor loading 
improvements using VWC high fidelity models are 
generally the same as already discussed. A result worth 
highlighting is the increased time on target RAM provides.  
Typically we see the objects 9 or 10 seconds earlier even 
though the gain was expected to average only about half of 
the volume search time.             
 Covariance tasking is important when computing a 
handoff basket in a chain of sensing platforms. RAM 
bounds state covariance by interleaving appropriate 
updates when covariance volume (or a component) 
exceeds an upper threshold. Once estimated covariance is 
driven to a lower threshold the sensor returns to other 
duties such as discrimination, updating a different target or 
continued volume searches. Figure 11 shows results of 
covariance tasking sensor 4 on a typical non-maneuvering 
target cluster.  

Figure 11, Dynamic sensor tasking on covariance. 

 Tasking sensors becomes increasingly useful and 
important when multiple interacting targets must be 
tracked simultaneously. To achieve accurate tracking 
sensors should be tasked to observe groups of spatially 
related targets one at a time. The distributed hierarchical 
RAM partitions target clusters among sensors and each 
sensor is individually tasked within each target grouping. 
This allows Situation Awareness processing to schedule 
precision timed modes for high-accuracy kinematic and 
non-kinematic observations. It also allows Threat 
Assessment to more efficiently defend high value assets.  

3 Conclusions 
Incorporating a Resource Allocation Manager into multi-
source situation awareness processing achieves Level 4 
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fusion. At this level of fusion resources are optimized, or 
nearly so, to provide what users require to maintain desired 
awareness. The payoff is extra bandwidth in the sensors, 
more timely state accuracy and less redundancy and 
confusion among networked sensors.      
 Networked surveillance and tracking performance 
using dynamic sensor tasking has been analyzed with 
respect to communications bandwidth conservation, 
latency of state estimates, state maintenance including gap 
filling, kinematic and identification accuracy, bias and 
misalignment processing, and fire control system handoff 
accuracies. It is consistently found that as much as 30% of 
the sensor timelines are freed for other tasking when tracks 
are dynamically managed by the RAM, without sacrificing 
state estimation accuracy, convergence, latency, or 
processor and communications link loading.      
 A RAM closely coupled to the fusion tracker and 
situation awareness processes monitors the common 
tactical picture, determines and prioritizes necessary and 
useful additional information, and then requests sensors on 
appropriate independent platforms to gather the optimum 
information. RAM functions as a feedback loop in the 
situation awareness system.        
 Interoperability among sensing platforms to produce 
a fused common tactical picture benefits from well defined 
interfaces. But, even with legacy platforms and sensors in 
the network that do not have tasking interfaces present the 
RAM generally improves system performance to help meet 
a wide range of tracking application operating 
requirements.                    
 The RAM accepts and distributes only prioritized and 
useful information, inherently decluttering the tactical 
picture, improving over-all track quality and reducing 
latency to operators. The RAM will also use any taskable 
sensors that are in the network to efficiently refine and fill 
information gaps in the basic tactical picture provided by 
the non-taskable sensors.            
 Resource Allocation Management is not limited to 
sensor tasking. It optimizes fusion processing in context 
with all of the interacting systems on multiple and 
distributed platforms.  
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